
The Money Work
with
Andy Chaleff
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Register Here
To participate in this training, email:
info@amsterdamswelvaren.com
 
Any questions? Then you can also call: 
06 387 55 752.

The is nothing more critical to an individual's success than
their ability to communicate. Now Andy will teach you
how to drastically improve your ability to hear and be
heard.



DEF INE  YOUR  L I F E

WHY  JOIN?

Our unconscious ideas about money

define us without us even knowing it. 

 

Develop skills to make

the unconscious conscious and discover

how to shift your relationship with money. 

 

 Understand very clear ways to translate

beliefs into tools to improves emotional

well being.

 

It will be fun. 

 

Andy Chaleff is author, business

coach and speaker. His has used

The Money Work to help hundreds

understand how beliefs around

money define  our lives.

 

Andy is known for his direct and

loving apporach, which gives a

sense of fun and adventure, while

digging into some of life's greatest

emotional hurdles.  

THE  DETAILS
Day 1: 
09:00 - 12:00
The first half day is dedicated to setting up the

context fo the 2-days and digging into money and

its current state in our lives. There will be interactive

experiences. We will begin to see the relationship

between money and beliefs.

 

12:00 - 13:00 (Lunch)
 

13:00 - 17:00
The second half we will work in pairs to practice

and build awareness incrementally.

HOW  DOES  YOUR  RE LAT IONSH I P  WITH  MONEY

Dates: 
visit www.
amsterdamswelvaren.com
for dates.

Location:
Berenstraat 7, Amsterdam

Price:
€ 395 (Excluding VAT)
Includes: arrangement
costs for coffee, tea, water
and lunch on both days.

THE  PROGRAM

Day 2:
09:00 - 12:00
Take off from where we started, introducing your

money history and practice with the projection /

reclamation framework.  

 

12:00 - 13:00 (Lunch)
 

13:00 - 17:00
Practice, practice, practice, with integration

discussions to help root the new awareness.

 

Close with an understanding of what money has

meant in the past and how that has shifted.

 

 


